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What is a 
Pandemic?

Grennan D, JAMA 2019;321(9):910

An outbreak of a disease that 
occurs over a wide geographic 

area (such as multiple countries or 
continents) and typically affects a 

significant proportion of the 
population

In 2019, COPD 3rd leading cause of death 
worldwide with 3.23 million deaths in 2019



Why is COPD a pandemic?



COPD: A Global Health Crisis

Ma, et al. JAMA 2015;314(16):1731-39.

• Over 300 million 
individuals affected 
worldwide

• In 2019, 3.3 million 
deaths



COPD is an unequal pandemic, with a disproportionate 
impact on the poor, disadvantaged, and vulnerable. 



Early Life Events Impact COPD 
Development



Eliminate Risk Factors:
Impact of strict tobacco control 

COPD deaths avoided Years lived with disability avoided

increased prices, protections from ETS, health warnings, bans on advertising, promotion, & sponsorship



Contribution of Indoor smoke exposure

http://www.who.int/ceh/publications/09indoorsmoke.pdf?ua=1



Air Pollution linked to COPD Incidence

Shin, et al. AJRCCM 2021;203(3):1138

Relationship between Air Pollution Concentration and HR for 
Developing COPD



Disparities in access to COPD care between low-
middle, upper-middle and high income countries



Global Disparities in Age Adjusted COPD Mortality Rates

Burney, et al. ERJ 2015;45(5):1239-47

Region 2010 Age-
standardized COPD 
mortality/100,000

Western 
Europe

98

Eastern Europe 125

North America 159

Central Latin 
America

165

Tropical Latin 
America

184

Central Africa 192

East Asia 419

South Asia 639



COPD Mortality and Poverty

Beran et al. Lancet RM 2015



NIH funding for COPD-specific research low compared 
to other chronic diseases

Mortality and research expenditure by the US National Institute of Health (NIH) according to disease. The 

Yellow line indicates NIH expenditures per death



Stolz et al. Lancet 2022



Barnes et al. Eur Resp J 2015;45:1197-207

Lack of Success in Developing Therapeutics 
for Resp Diseases
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Drug 
development 
timeline:  
CVD vs COPD



Proposal COPD Lancet Commission

• New diagnostic criteria for COPD – beyond spirometric-defined obstruction

• COPD Subtypes 1-5 – beyond cigarette smoking

• New definiton for exacerbation – beyond symptoms & need for medical
therapy

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



The misery of COPD

FEV1/FVC < 70



• COPD is a complex and 
heterogeneous disease

• Heterogeneity manifests in the 
wide variations in  respiratory 
symptoms, systemic 
consequences, and comorbid 
conditions

• Its pathophysiology implicates 
varying degrees of airway 
remodelling, inflammation, and 
tissue destruction

Chronic obstructive lung
disease

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



• Diagnostic approaches have not 
changed in decades and rely 
almost exclusively on post-
bronchodilator spirometry

• Spirometry is insensitive for early 
pathological changes, underused, 
often misinterpreted, and not 
predictive of symptoms

• Spirometry does not reliably 
capture early airway changes or 
emphysematous destruction of 
the lung parenchyma, and 
probably only detects irreversible 
disease

Why are diagnostic criteria not 
good enough?

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



COPD is diagnosed late in the course of disease

Access to Spirometry



• We advocate for a broader definition 
to include airflow limitation detected 
by more sensitive pulmonary 
function tests or pathological 
changes detected by imaging 
techniques

• Enable  detection of patients with 
earlier pathological changes

• Enhance the possibility of 
understanding the mechanistic 
pathways driving disease inception

• Lead to the development of effective 
treatments to interrupt and reverse 
the course of COPD

New diagnostic criteria for
COPD – beyond spirometric-
defined obstruction

Specific airway resistance in patients with COPD with 
and without spirometric airflow limitation

without airflow limitation with airflow limitation

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



CT Xe-MRI



• Diagnosis criteria:

• presence of respiratory symptoms 
AND

• personal history of risk factors AND

• persistent airflow limitation or 
ventilator heterogeneity as assessed 
by spirometry, other pulmonary 
function testing, histology or CT

COPD defined by the Lancet 
commission

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



COPD Lancet Commission diagnostic
algorithm

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



A new classification of COPD based on risk
factors – COPD Subtypes 1-5 

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



COPD – beyond tobacco
smoking

• Not all patients with COPD smoke

• Not all exhibit accelerated decline in 
lung function with age

• About 50% of patients with COPD 
have a normal rate of lung function 
decline, but never reached the 
expected healthy peak of lung 
function in early adulthood

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



• Non-smoking patients with 
COPD tend to be younger and 
have better lung function than 
patients who develop COPD 
secondary to smoking

• Pathophysiological 
mechanisms related to each of 
these exposures could translate 
into distinct diagnostic, 
prognostic, and therapeutic 
considerations

Why COPD subtypes?

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



• COPD should be classified into five types on the basis of the 
predominant risk factor driving the disease: 

• Type 1 – genetically determined COPD

• Type 2 - early-life events

• Type 3 - respiratory infections

• Type 4- related to smoking or vaping exposure

• Type 5- environmental exposure-related

• Individuals are prone to multiple exposures throughout life, 
which could cause additive or interactive damage to lung 
health

Lancet commission COPD 
subtypes

Brusselle & Humbert, Editorial to Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



Association between proposed COPD 
subtypes, endotypes and phenotypes

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



COPD PHENOTYPES/ENDOTYPES ARE HETEROGENEOUS



TARGETED THERAPY



Coughing + Shortness of Breath

Clinical Presentation

Obeidat et al Med J Aust 2019;201:424-8

PRECISION MEDICINE
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Leung & Sin ERJ 2018;52:pii: 1801940



Surgical versus bronchoscopic lung volume
reduction



Biomarker: RV > 225%
HYPERINFLATION



BRONCHOSCOPIC LUNG VOLUME REDUCTION

• Upper lobe predominant
emphysema

• Reduced exercise
capacity

• RV > 220%, RV/TLC >0.6

• FEV1 20%-40%

• DLCO > 20%

• No relevant PH

• No hypercapnie

Ingenito et al, Proc Am Thor Soc 2008



Response if no evidence of colateral
ventilation in the chartis measure



Bronchoscopic Lung Volume Reduction

Hartman, J. et al, ERR 2019



Predictive biomarkers in COPD
Lung function in Bronchoscopic Lung Volume 
reduction

Welling etl al, Int J Chron Obstruct Pulm Dis 2020



Coughing + Shortness of Breath

Clinical Presentation

Stolz et al Lancet 2022

PERSON-CENTRED

APPROACH: THE FUTURE

Symptoms
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Exacerbations
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Lung Function
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Novel Therapies/targets

• Hypogonadism
• Nutritional 

supplementation
• Rehabilitation

• Viral
• Bacterial
• Inflammation

• CB
• Dyspnea

• Neutrophilic
• Eosinophilic
• Microbiome

• Endogenous
• Stem Cell Rx

• LVR 
• LVRS 

“Predictive Biomarkers”



Exacerbations of COPD

Lancet 2007



• The current definition of COPD 
captures none of the underlying 
processes driving the event, does 
not include subtyping or the use 
of biomarkers to categorise the 
event, and can lead to 
misdiagnosis and 
misinterpretation, hindering 
advancement in the field

• An objective definition of COPD 
exacerbations is linked to a 
standardized assessment and 
might lead to a precision approach 
to treatment

• “An exacerbation should be 
defined as an increase in cough, 

dyspnoea, or sputum 
production and at least one of 

an increase in airflow limitation 
or ventilation heterogeneity, an 
increase in airway or systemic 
inflammation, or evidence of 
bacterial or viral infection, in 

the absence of evidence of acute 
cardiac ischaemia, congestive 

heart failure, or pulmonary 
embolism”

Why do we need a new
definition for exacerbation?

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



Standard investigations when patients with COPD seek 
medical attention for suspected disease exacerbation

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



• The severity of a COPD 
exacerbations should be based 
on objective categorisation of 
the degree of clinical, biological, 
and physiological deterioration

• The Commission proposes the 
elimination of the definitions 
for mild or moderate 
exacerbations

Assessment of exacerbation
severity
Severity 1-5

Stolz et al, Lancet Sept 5, 2022



Recommendation Goal for 2035

Prohibit smoking in all forms 50% of countries ban smoking

Eliminate environmental exposure to anything but clean air
50% of countries introduce annual limits below WHO 
recommendations for PM2.5, PM10, and ozone

Diagnose COPD based on expanded criteria (symptoms, risk, 
airflow limitation, CT)

50% of new diagnoses have mild spirometric airflow 
obstruction

Classify COPD by its five types COPD types are included in the ICD-11 system 

Trackable recommendations:
Prevention and diagnosis 



Recommendation Goal for 2035
Diagnosis of exacerbation should be based on a 
standard assessment

Exacerbation frequency is generally similar across the 
globe

Drug development should focus on early disease
75% of published clinical trials are focused on patients 
with early or mild disease

New treatments should target the pathobiology of the 
five COPD types 

At least one specific new therapy is approved for each 
type of COPD

Regulatory agencies should modify endpoints for 
treatment trials for different COPD types

75% of new therapies are approved on the basis of 
non-spirometric criteria

Funding agencies should increase investments to adapt 
to the worldwide burden of COPD

50% increase in global public and private R&D
expenditures

Trackable recommendations:
Treatment and drug development



COPD is a global health emergency 
affecting people of all countries, 
socioeconomic classes, and age 
groups with a disproportionate 

impact on the poor, disadvantaged, 
and vulnerable. 

Improving general health, 
prohibiting all kinds of smoking, 

and eliminating exposure 
throughout life to anything but 

clean air is expected to markedly 
reduce the burden of the disease.

Elimination of COPD requires 
consistent and coordinated action 

as well as significantly greater 
investment of financial and 

intellectual resources from all 
stakeholders.



© 2022, 2023 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease

GOLD 2023 – GOLD ABE Assessment Tool



© 2022, 2023 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease

GOLD 2023 – Treatment of Stable COPD



© 2022, 2023 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease

GOLD 2023 – Treatment of Stable COPD – Group E

Initial therapy

• “Initial therapy should consist of a LAMA+LABA combination… 

• Consider LAMA+LABA+ICS in group E if eos > 300 cells/µl (practical 

recommendation)…

• We do not encourage the use of a LABA+ICS combination in COPD…

• If patients have COPD and concomitant asthma they should be treated like 

patients with asthma…”



© 2022, 2023 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease

GOLD 2023 – Treatment of Stable COPD



© 2022, 2023 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease

GOLD 2023 – Exacerbations – Diagnosis & Assessment



Thank you for your attention!

Freiburg, Germany


